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RESTRICTED MEAN VALUES AND HARMONIC

FUNCTIONS

BV

JOHN R. BAXTER

Abstract. A function h defined on a region R in R" will be said to possess a

restricted mean value property if the value of the function at each point is equal to the

mean value of the function over one open ball in R, with centre at that point. It is

proved here that this restricted mean value property implies h is harmonic under

certain conditions.

1. Introduction.   Let R be a region in Rn. For each x e R, let S(x) be si ball in

R with centre x. Suppose A is a function defined on R such that

(1.1) h(x) = [p(S(x))]-í \     h(y)p(dy)

for each x in R, p being the ordinary Lebesgue measure on R\ In this case A will

be said to possess the restricted mean value property with respect to the balls S(x).

The purpose of this paper is to show that, under certain conditions, (1.1) implies

that A is harmonic. It was proved in the paper of Akcoglu and Sharpe [1] that if

A is bounded, if R is the unit disc in R2, and if for each xe R, S(x) is the largest

disc in R with centre x, then (1.1) implies A is harmonic. The results in this paper

give the following theorem.

Theorem (1.2). Suppose (si) h is bounded and measurable;

(b) R, the closure of R in R", is a compact C1 manifold with boundary;

(c) the radius of S(x) is a measurable function of x and is greater than some fixed

fraction of the distance from x to Rc, for all x in R.

Then (1.1) implies A is harmonic on R.

2. Restatement of the problem.    Let F(x, y) be a measurable function defined on

RxR. Suppose

(2.1) F(x, y) is bounded in x for each fixed y, sind

(2.2) j \F(x,y)\ p(dy)^l for each x.

Define a linear operator F on -^(F, p) by the equation

(2.3) Tf(y)=\f(x)F(x, y) p(dx) for each y e R and fe &¿R, p).
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It is easy to show that Fis well defined and ||F|[ g 1. Clearly

(2.4) F*«(x) =f h(y)F(x, y) p(dy) for each xe Rand he &n(R, p).

In particular, suppose

(2.5) F(x,y) = [p(S(x))]-1XsM(yy where (1.2(c)) holds.

Then (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied. (2.4) becomes

(2.6) F*«(x) = [p(S(x))] - » JSU) h(y) p(dy).

Thus (1.1) is equivalent to

(2.7) T*h=h.

To prove Theorem (1.2) is therefore the same as showing that any function left

unaltered by F* is harmonic. A proof can be given for a more general F(x, y) than

that defined by (2.5). We will now list the properties which will be required of

F(x, y) in addition to (2.1) and (2.2). We require

(2.8) T*h = h for all h which are harmonic on R.

We require that 3a > 0, cx > 0 such that, Vx e R,

(2.9) F(x,y)^a[p(SCidiXiBc}(x))]-1 on SCldaiBc,(x).

Here Sr(p) denotes the ball of radius r and centre p, and d(x, Rc) denotes the

distance from x to Rc. In future we will write p(Sc(p)) as m(c), for brevity.

Let Br = {x | x 6 R, d(x, Rc)<r} for each r>0.

The next property that F(x, y) must have is best expressed in terms of F. It might

be called the "boundary-strip" property. Intuitively, it means that if one chooses

a sufficiently broad strip between a function / and the boundary of R, then the

operator F cannot make the function jump over the strip. In precise terms:

For every £>0, a number A>0 can be found such that, for any number d>0

and any f^O in ^(R, p),

(2.10) \\xB*-B*'>TxR-B'1f\\i'à(l-£)\\XB<iTxR-B<1fWi-

lt is easy to see that if (2.5) holds, then (2.10) is true. Using radial coordinates,

one finds it is sufficient to have (1 — X)n(2X)'n^ l—e.

Theorem (2.11). //(1.2(b)), (2.1), (2.2), (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10) are true, then any

function left unaltered by T* is harmonic.

The proof of Theorem (2.11) is completed in §5, where the main lemma, Lemma

(5.4), is given. Some simpler lemmas make up the other sections. To conclude this

section, some properties of Fare proved, which depend only upon (2.1), (2.2), and

(2.8).
We know that ||F|| ¿ 1 and T*h = h for every bounded harmonic function. Then,

in particular,

(2.12) ¡fdp=¡Tfdp for every/in &¿R, p).

Hence

(2.13) ||F|| = 1, and for every/äO in &X(R, p),

(2A4)TfZ0and\\f\\1=\\Tf\\1.
Each function/^0 in &X(R, p) defines an absolutely continuous measure and
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may be pictured as having a certain mass. When T acts on / it pushes its mass

about but does not destroy any of its mass.

Let F be a measurable subset of F. Define TE on ^(F, p) by

(2.15) TEf=XEf+TXEcf for each/in ^(F, p).

One may regard TE intuitively as that partial operation of F which holds fixed

whatever mass of a function lies on F, and moves the remaining mass of the

function as much as possible.

Clearly,

(2.16) xeTeÍincreases to a limit, YEf for each/SO in =S^(F, p), as k -» co.

YE may be extended to a linear operator on ^(F, p). Then

(2.17) ||r£|| ^ 1 and r£/=0 on Fc for any/

If/SO, thenl\fsO.

Intuitively, YEfis the end result of pushing more and more of the mass of/

onto F, to the greatest degree possible, and then disregarding that part off which

will not leave Fc.

Lemma (2.18). Let E and F be measurable subsets of R, with E<=F. Then YE

=r*ry

Proof. It is sufficient to show YEf= YEYFf for /SO in SC^R, p).

It will be shown by induction that

(2.19) XETkEXFTFf^ XeTU whenever /S k.

For k = 0, (2.19) reduces to Xe^Î^XeL which is clearly true.

Assume (2.19) is true for some A;SO. Then, for /SA + 1,

XzTI+ 'xFTrf = XETkE + W XFf+ XeTÏ + xXiJW

= XBTÏ^Xrf+xJThrn-^XFCf
è XETkE + 1XFf+XETkEXFTF-lTEXFcf

è XETE + 1xFf+XETETExFcf   (using the induction hypothesis)

= y£F|+1/.

Thus (2.19) holds with k replaced by A+1, so (2.19) is true for all k.

Letting /-> oo and then k -> oo in (2.19),

(2.20) YEYFf^ YEf.
On the other hand,

(2.21) yEF| + ,/SXETkEXFTFf for all ASO, /SO.

In fact

(2.22) x^r/SXETkETFf for all ASO, /SO.

(2.22) can be proved by induction on /.

Letting A -> co and then /^ oo in (2.21),

(2.23) r£/sr£rF/

Thus the lemma is proved.

The definitions of T and of the partial applications of F follow the paper of

Akcoglu and Sharpe [1].
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It is convenient to express (2.10) again in terms of T rather than T.

Lemma (2.24). For every e>0, a number A>0 can be found such that, for any

number d>0 and any/ä0 in ^X(R, p),

iXBd-Bld?BdXR-Bdf\\l   §   (l-e)\\^BdXR-B'lf\\l.

Proof. Choose A as given by (2.10). By induction,

\\XBd-BXdTBdXR-Bdf\\l   ^   (l-£)\\XBdTkBdXR-Bdf\,

for all A:2:1. Letting k -*■ co, the result follows.

3. Dissipation and cancellation properties.

Lemma (3.1). Let E be a measurable subset of R with d(E, Rc) = d>0. Then, for

each j"2:0 in ¿C,(R, p) such that /=0 outside E,

\f(y)\y\2 P(dy) + (^cld)2ß)\\f\\, Í j* Tf(y)\y\2 p(dy).

Proof.

j Tf(y)\y\2 p(dy) = Jj /(x)F(x, y)\y\2 p(dx) p(dy)

= j* (* /(x)F(x, y)\y-x\2 p(dx) p(dy)+jj f(x)F(x, y)2x-y p(dx) p(dy)

-jjf(x)F(x,y)\x\2p(dx)p(dy)

= J/W[{ F(x,y)\y-x\2p(dy)] p(dx)+j T*(f(x)2xy)(x)p(dx)

-^Tx(\x\2f(x))(y)p(dy).

Here T£ means F* acting on functions of y, etc.

Of these three terms, the first is

^ Í /(*)[ Í *\y-x\2m(Cl d(x, R°))~ V(rfF)l f{dx)
J LJsc1<kx.iíc)(JC) J

ä Í (/(.v)a(Clí/(i,iíc))78)M¿v) ̂  («(cirf)78) U/H i,

using (2.9). Since f(x)2x-y is harmonic in y, Ty*(f(x)2x-y)(z)=f(x)2x-z, for all z.

Thus the second of the three terms isj /(x)2|x|2 p(dx). Since ||Fg||i = |]g||i for any

g^O in ^x(R, p.), the third of the three terms is \ f(x)\x\2 p(dx). Substituting, the

lemma is proved.

Corollary (3.2). j" Tf(y)\y\2 p(dy)^\ f(y)\y\2 p(dy),for every/StO in ^(R, p).

Corollary (3.3). J Tf(y)\y\2 p(dy) 2: j f(y)\y\2 p(dy) + (a(c, </)2/8)||x*/Ii,   for

every f^f> in ^(R, p).
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Corollary (3.4).

J Tkf(y)\y\2 p(dy) S j" f(y)\y\2 p(dy)

+ (a(cx d)2ß)[\\XEfh + \\xETf\\x+ ■ ■ ■ + \\xETk-VU

for every /SO in -^(F, p) and every ASI.

Since | v2| is bounded for y e R, Corollary (3.4) shows that F is dissipative. In

particular,

(3.5) lim^«, \\XETkf ¡x = 0 for ewery fin ^x(R, p).

Lemma (3.6). Let E^R be a measurable set such that d(Ec, Rc)>0. Then

YE = limk^ca Tl (strongly).

Proof. Follows at once from (3.5).

Corollary (3.7). Iff^O,fe£Cx(R,p),then \\YEf\\x = \\f\\x.

Corollary (3.8). Tf leaves unaltered any function left unaltered by T*.

Lemma (3.9). Let X>0 be fixed. Then a number y>0 and an integer Ao>0 exist

such that for any ball Sc(p)<=R with d(Sc(p), Rc) = Xc, and for any /SO in =S^(F, p),

(Txs^Y'fiym^Y'Wxs^fWi

on Sc(p).

Proof. Fix c>0 and p e Rn. Define U= U(c, p) on &x(Sc(p\ aO by

(3.10) Uf(y) = f     f(x)am(cx(X + 2)c) " hs^Uy) Kdx),

for each y in Sc(p), fe 2>x(Sc(p), /*)• From (3.10) and (2.9), FvSc(p)S U(c,p) when-

ever Sc(p)^R and d(Sc(p), Rc) = Xc. We will establish the inequality for the opera-

tor U(c, p). Clearly

(3.11) Uf(y) = «[cï(A + 2Ym(c)]'l f f(x) p(dx).
Jsc(.p)nScllc(v)

Hence U defines a continuous map from &x(Sc(p\ H-) into ^(S^p)), the Banach

space of continuous functions on Sc(p).

Also, if/is continuous on Sc(p),

(3.12) {y\y£sc(p)>vf(y)>V
= {y | y e Sc(p), \y-x\ < cxXc for some x in Sc(p) with/(x) > 0}.

So by induction, for any ASI,

(3.13) {y\yeS¿p)'ukf(y)>v

= {v I y e Sc(p), \y-x\ < kcxXc for some x in Sc(p) with/(x) > 0}.
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Choose k such that kc,X>2. Then for any continuous function/on Sc(p) which

is nonnegative and nonzero at some point,

(3.14) i/fc/> 0 everywhere on Sc(p).

Hence

(3.15) Uk+1f>0 everywhere on Sc(p) for any/âO in &i(Sc(p), p),f^0.

For each z e Sc(p), y e Sc(p), let

(3.16) Gz(y) = am(c1(X + 2)c)-1xSciicay).

Then z^>-Gz defines a continuous map from Sc(p) into £[(Sc(p), p).  Hence

z^> Uk + 1GZ defines a continuous map from Sc(p) into 10(Sc(p)). So, finally,

z-+  inf  [Uk + 1Gz](y)
veSc(p1

defines a continuous map from Sc(p) into R. By (3.15) this last map is never zero.

Hence there exists ^>0 such that

(3.17) Uk + 1Gs>ß on Sc(p) for all z e Sc(p).

Let/âO be in &,(Sc(p), p). Let A 2:0 be in ^x(Sc(p), p).

f     h(y)U« + 2f(y)p(dy) = I      U"^*h(y)Uf(y)^dy)
JSc(p) Jscip)

= f      f     U^1*h(y)f(z)Gx(yMdz)l4dy)
Jsc(p) JSC(P)

(3.18) = Í     /(z) f      U^1*h(y)Gs(y)p(dy)p(dz)
JSc(p) JSc(p)

2: f(z)p(dz) h(y)ßp(dy)
Jsc(p) JSc<p)

= ßWfh Í     h(y)p(dy).
.'Sc(p)

It follows from (3.18) that

(3.19) U**VZßlfU on Sc(p).
Let k0 = k + 2. Let cü = oj(c,/>) be the largest number such that

(3.20) [/fco/e^||/|¡i on Sc(p) for each/>0 in ^,(Sc(p), p). By (3.19), u>Zß>0.

We wish to show that co(c, p)p(Sc(p)) is a constant, y.

Obviously oi(c,p) is independent of p,  tu(c,p) = io(c).  For any c>0,  <x>0,

U(oc, 0)f(y) = a[cí(A+2)»«(<tí)] - » Í /(x)/.(c/x)
/o o 1 -i JsK(0)nSclte(j)

= a[cf(A + 2)"w(c)<7"] - » f /(«y m(í/z) = U(c, 0)g(y/o),
.'Sc(0)nScllc(ï/i7)

where g(x)=/(cx), and g e ^(S^O), p).
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Hence Uk(oc, 0)f(y)=Uk(c, 0)g(y/a) for all ASO. Hence by (3.20),

(3.22) Uko(ac,0)f^oj(c)\\g\\x on S„(0), so Uko(ac,0)f^oJ(c)a--\\f\\1. Hence

cu(ac)Sw(c)a_n. Replacing a by 1/a and c by ac, cu(c) S cu(ac)an. Hence co(c)

= co(ac)a" or w(c)cn is constant. Thus

(3.23) w(c)p(Sc(p)) is constant, =y>0.

Thus, rewriting (3.20), for any c>0, /> e F, /SO in ^(R",/x), £/fco/

SyOT(c)-1||xsc(p)/||i on Sc(p). Hence the lemma is proved.

Lemma (3.24). Let X > 0 be fixed. Then a number y > 0 ex/í/í íwcA that for any ball

Sc(p)^R with d(Sc(p), Fc)SAc, and for any functions f and g in -S?i(F, it) iv/'/A

f=0=goutside Sc(p), and\ f dp= \ g dp; ifr^Xc then \\YBr(f-g)\\xS(l-y)\\f-g\\x.

Proof. We may assume d(Sc(p), Rc) = Xc, and also/SO, gSO, and/*=0.

||IVC/-¿í)Ii = lim H^F^fJ-g)!!,.
)C->tO

Let y>0 sind k0 be as in Lemma (3.9). Then

l|rv(/-s)lli ^ \\TkJ(f-g)\\x
£ IIIC/- ym(c) -1 H/1 xxsdpû II i + II P> - y«W - ' kll i vSc(P)] Ii.

where each function in square brackets is nonnegative for rfiXc. Hence

FAf-g)l â ll/llr-rll/llx+klli-ykll! = |/-*|i-y|/-*Ii.

Lemma (3.24) is the desired cancellation property of F.

4. Consequences of the smoothness of the boundary. It is assumed from now on

that F is a compact C1 manifold with boundary. More concretely,

(4.1) For each x in <5F, the boundary of F, there exists an open set U containing

x, sind si Cl function /defined on U, such that |V/|2>0 on U, sind RnU

={y\yeU,f(y)>0}.

Lemma (4.2). For any e > 0, a number S > 0 can be found such that, if0<d<8 and

x e 8R, then a coordinate system (ylf..., yn) can be chosen, with x as origin, such

that | v - x\ < d, yn > ed imply y e R, and \y — x\<d,yn<—ed imply y e Rc.

Lemma (4.2) is a direct consequence of assumption (4.1).

Lemma (4.3). Let c2>0 and X>0 be fixed. Then numbers 8>0 and c>0 can be

found such that, if0<d<8 and xedR, and E={y | ye Bd-BM, \y — x\ <c2d}, then

a ball S of radius cd can be found with E^S^R and d(S, Fc)S(l/2)AcA

Lemma (4.3) follows from Lemma (4.2) and the compactness of R.

Lemma (4.4). Let e > 0 be given. Then a number c2>0 can be found such that, if

6 is a function harmonic on R, continuous on R, OS #¿ 1 on R, and if for some x in

B, 000 = 0 whenever y is in dR and \y—x\ <c2 d(x, Rc), then 6(x)<e.
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Proof. Let U={z\z\ + ■ ■ ■ + z2_j < 1, 0<zn< 1}. Let ^ be a function harmonic

on U, continuous and nonnegative on U, such that

(4.5) c/> = 1 on 8U n {z | zn > 0} and

(4.6) ¿(0)=0.
Then a number ct>0 exists such that </>(z)<e for \z\ <<j. Let

(4.7) c2=4/a+3.

Choose S>0 such that, for any d<S, and any xeR with d(x, Rc) = d, a coordi-

nate system (y,,..., yn) can be chosen with x = (0,..., 0, xn), \xn\ <2d, and so

that, for any y with \y\ < 5d/o,

(4.8) yn > d implies y is in R and yn < d/2 implies y is in Rc.

Suppose 6 is a function harmonic on R, continuous on R, and 0^ 6^ 1 on R;

and, for some x in R, 6(y) = 0 for all points y in 3Fc with \y — x\ < c2d, d< 8, where

d=d(x, Rc). It will be shown that 0(x)<£.

Using the coordinate system y = (yu ■ ■., yn) just described, let

U' = {y\y = (2d/o)z,zeU}.

Clearly if y e U', then

(4.9) \y\<4d/o and \y-x\<4d/o + 2d<c2d.

Hence 6(y) = 0 for all y in 8R n U'.

Let <£' be defined on U' by c/>'(y) = c)>(c/y/2d). 6 and <£' are both defined on

U' n R. Consider d(U' n R) = (dU' nR)u (V n OF?). Clearly

(4.10) 8U' nRc 8U' n{y\yn^ d/2}.

Therefore f = 1 on 8U' n R. Also 0=0 on £/' n OF. Hence c/,'^6 on 8(U' n Ä).

Therefore f 2: 6 on C/' n F.

f(x) = ¿((0,...,0,axn/2í/))

and oxn/2d<o. Therefore ^>'(x)<£ and, accordingly, 6(x)<e.

It was seen that the numbers c2 and S chosen are such that c2 satisfies the

requirements of the lemma, provided that we restrict our attention to x in R with

d(x, Rc) < 8. By choosing a new c2, larger than the old, such that c2S is greater

than the diameter of R, the proof is finished.

5. A cancellation property for equivalent functions.

(5.1) Two measures tu and v on R will be called equivalent if j hdoj=j h dv for

every function « which is harmonic on R, and continuous on R. Two functions

/and g in ^(R, p) will be called equivalent if they are equivalent when regarded

as (absolutely continuous) measures.

Lemma (5.2). For every measure v on R, there is a unique measure v on 8R which

is equivalent to v.

Proof. Since the Dirichlet problem is soluble for R (because of (4.1)), Lemma

(5.2) follows at once from the Riesz representation theorem.
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Lemma (5.3). Let (X,^\m) be a measure space, m(X)<co. Suppose for any set

Ae^ and any ß, 0 = ß â 1, /Aa/ a set Be & can be found such that B^A and m(B)

=ßm(A). Now let Ax,..., Ak be fixed sets in &. Let E be the set of all points in Rk

of the form (m(Px), ■ ■ ■, m(Pk)), where F1;..., Pk are mutually disjoint sets in ^

with Pi^Aifor i=l,..., k, \J F¡ = (J A¡. Then E is compact.

Proof. The proof follows by induction on A, or by consideration of the partition

generated by the sets Alt ■ ■ -, Ak.

Actually the same result holds for any finite measure space, but only the special

case is needed here.

Lemma (5.4). A number y0>0 exists such that, iff and g are in ^(F, p) and fand

g are equivalent, then

lim \\YBr(f-g)\\x é \\f-g\\x(l-Vo).
r->0

Proof.

(5.5) By Lemma (4.4), a number c2 > 1 can be chosen such that, if 6 is a function

harmonic on F, continuous on R, Oá 9 S 1 on F, and if for some x in F, 6(y) = 0

whenever y is in BR and |y — x\ < c2 d(x, Rc), then 9(x) < 1/20.

(5.6) By Lemma (2.24) a number A>0 can be chosen such that, for any number

d>0 sind any/SO in ^(F, p),

\\xB*-B>*YB*XB_Bäf\\x S (39/40)(IrB<%i_Wlli = (39/40)11x1,-Will-

(5.7) By Lemma (4.3), numbers S>0 and c>0 can be chosen such that, if

0<d<8, and y e 8R, sind E={z \ z e Bd-BAd, \z-y\<2c2d), then a ball S of

radius cd can be found such that E<=S<=R and d(S, Fc)S(l/2)Ac/.

(5.8) By Lemma (3.24) (with A replaced by A/2c, a number y>0 can be chosen

such that, for any ball S<=R of radius cd with d(S, Rc)t(l/2)Xd, and for all func-

tions/and g in ^x(R, A4) with/=0=g outside S and j fdp=j g dp; if r^(l/2)Xd,

then||rB,(/-^)||1¿(l-y)||/-g||1.

(5.9) Lety0 = (l/20)y.

Now let/and g be equivalent functions in ^(F, it). To prove the lemma, it

clearly can be assumed that/SO, g SO, and/g = 0. Choose d>0, d<8 such that

(5.10) ¡IxWlli ¿ (1/39)1/11!,    and    ||Xfl-^||i S dß9)\\gl-

It will be shown that for r^(l/2)Xd, \\YB'(f-g)\\xS\\f-g\\x(l-y0), which will
prove the lemma.

By (5.10) and (5.6),

(5.11) Ijw-irwIV/li S (19/20)1/1!   and    \\XB*-B>«YB«g\\x ^ (l9/20)\\f\\x.

Let v be the measure on SF which is equivalent to/and g. Letpx,.. .,pk be points

in dR such that the collection of balls SC2d(p¡), i=l,..., k, covers 8R. Then the

collection S2C2d(pi), i= 1,..., A, covers Bd, since c2> 1.
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Let F¡, i= 1,..., k, be an ordered partition of (all of) 8R such that

(5.12) Ex<=SC2d(Pi),i=l,...,k.

Let # be the class of all ordered partitions âP = {P,,..., Pk} of (all of) Bd such that

(5.13) PxczS2C2d(pi),i=l,...,k.

Because of the compactness property stated in Lemma (5.3), the sum

(5.14) 2      Í    rBafdp-(l/2)t(Ei)
i — 1 J D.

defined  for partitions  2P e'tf is  minimal  when Sfi equals  some  partition  Ü

={Qi,---,Qk}.
Let

(5.15)   I+ =U
JQt

TB*fdp>(l/2)$(Ex)\;    I- =\i TB*fdp í (1/2)P(£()

Because of the minimality of (5.14) when 3P=2., it follows that, for any i in I +

and any j in I ~,

(5.16) ÍriS2C2diPi)

rBäfdp = o.

Let 6 be a function which is harmonic on R, continuous on R, O^d^l on R,

such that

(5.17) 0 = 0 on 8R outside U¡e/- SCz<¡(px), and

(5.18) j 6dP^2tel- î>(Et).
From (5.5),

(5.19) 0<(1/2O) on Bd outside \J(e¡- S2C2<¡(Pi).

Hence from (5.16)

(5.20) I   evtffdp. â (1/20) f rBäfdp,
JQi JQt

for each i in / + .

Because rB<i/and v are equivalent,

(5.21) | evBafdp ̂\2 mi
jBd 4 i^t

by (5.18). But also

I   erB<fdp = 2 I  or*/dp
JB<> i = lJQx

= 2 f erB*fdp+ 2 f orB«fdp ¿ (i/20)|¡y-lU+¿ 2 KF),
iei+JQi iei-jQi ^Mr-

using (5.20) and (5.15).
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Then from (5.21)

(5.22) 2 *&) % OWIIi.
iel-

Let /* denote the subset of I +, consisting of those indices i in /+ such that

(5.23) I YB*fdp S (l/4)P(£f).
./Q,n(B<¡-BA<i)

For ie I+ —I*, clearly

f YBafdp S (l/4)i(Ei).
jQiCiB^

Therefore

(5.24) \    2    HEd ̂ I     T*fdp.
4 ie/tl/. Jb"

From (5.11) follows

(5.25) I^-rKEdm/h-
From (5.22) and (5.25),

(5.26) Iie,.t(Ei)m\f\\x.
Repeating all these arguments for g instead of/ a partition ■S'={Q'1,.. -, Q'k}

of Bd can be found such that

(5.27) Q'l<=S2cai(j>i),i=l,...,k,
and a set of indices /*' can be found such that

(5.28) 2w*Œ)fc(3/5)l*||iand
(5.29) Je;n(B<_fl«, YB*g c//xS (1/4KF) for each i e I*'.

Then

(5.30) 2¡e,.n,..í(F¡)S(l/5)I/||1 = (l/5)||g||1.
For each ie I* n /*', let S¡ be si ball of radius cd such that S^R, S¡ contains

SacaiiPt) n Bi-BM, sind d(Si, FC)S(1/2)A¿7. Such a ball exists by (5.7).

Then

(5.31) Qt n (Bd-BAd)^Si and 0,' n (Äi-JSM)c5'(, for each i in /* n /*'. Let

(5.32) / = x0¡n<B<¡-s'w)IV/and gi = XQ\r,iB"-B^TBig, for each i el* n /*'.

From (5.23) and (5.29),

(5.33) ¡/¡¡^(l/^F) and Ig.l^ (1/4)0(5).
Then by (5.8) and (5.33), for any r^(l/2)Xd,

(5.34) ¡¡IVOWOIIi S \\fil+\\gih-(l/2)yKEi),

for each / in /* n /*'. Then

(5.35)       ||iViV(/-s)lli á ||rrf./li + l|r^||1-(i/2)y   2   ^

Hence

(5.36) lir^Z-^IK = ll/Ii+llgli-il/lOJyll/ll!
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by (5.30) or

(5.37) \\W-g)\\i ^ \\f-g\\i-(l/20)y\\f-g\\1.

Since y0 = (l/20)y, the proof is finished.

Corollary   (5.38). If f and g  are  equivalent functions  in  &i(R, p),   then

ümr_0 |¡rB</-^)¡|1 = 0.

(5.39) Proof of Theorem (2.11).    For each e, 0<egl, let

(5.40) Ge(x, y) = m(Ed(x, R°)) " 'xs^.^xM-

Clearly G£(x, y) satisfies (2.1) and (2.3). Define Us on =S?i(F, p) by

(5.41) Uj(y) = ^ f(x)Ge(x,y)p(dx)

for each y e R,fe ^(R, p).

If/is continuous and bounded, then clearly

(5.42) lim£_0 UJ=f (¿¡e,-norm).

Since ||i/£||^l for all e, and Uc converges strongly to I on a dense subset of

-S?a(F, p), it follows that

(5.43) lim^o UJ=f for every feJ?,(R,p).

Now let « be in Sem(R, p) such that T*h=h. Then

(5.44) r|r« = /!forany r>0,

so

(5.45) j hVBrfdp=\ hfdp for any/in Sf^R, p), any r>0.

Let £X and £2 be fixed, 0 < eu s2 ̂  1. Clearly G€l(x, y) and GS2(x, y) are equivalent

functions of y, for any fixed x. Then by Corollary (5.38),

(5.46) Umr^o ||rBr(GCl-Gea)||1=0.

Hence from (5.45),

(5.47) J h(y)Gei(x, y)p(dy)=j h(y)G£o_(x, y)p(dy) for every x.

From (5.41), (5.47) is just another way of writing

(5.48) U*h=U*2h.

Letting £2 -> 0 and using (5.43),

(5.49) J U*hfdp=\ hfdp for any /in ^(R, p).
Hence

(5.50) U*h=h.

Hence, from the definition of Ue*, « is continuous and

(5.51) | h(y)Ge(x, y)p(dy) = h(x) for any x in R, or

(5.52) h(x) = m(Ed(x, Fc)) "1 j h(y)XSca{x¡Rcm(y)p{dy).
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Since e can have any value, 0<£¿ 1, (5.52) says A has the (ordinary) mean value

property at every point. Hence by a well-known result, A is harmonic.

The author wishes to thank Professor M. A. Akcoglu for many helpful dis-

cussions concerning this problem.
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